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v9.9.4662 With Crack Serial KeyQ: How to sort and get top 3 results for

a MySQL query I have some records in a table of my database which
have the following columns: id, catId, userId, date, likeCount They are
sorted by date (desc) DESC. I want to order them by the likeCount, for

each userId, and then the top 3. I'm a bit stuck, I've tried: SELECT *
FROM (`table` ORDER BY `likeCount` DESC) AS

latest_category_likes_for_user_id GROUP BY userId to get the top three,
but this seems to return the top three for all users... I've also tried the
following using a subquery to get the top three for each user: SELECT *

FROM ( SELECT * FROM table WHERE userId = $userId ORDER BY
`likeCount` DESC LIMIT 3) WHERE catId = $catId GROUP BY userId

which returns the top three for all the catIds, not the catId of $catId.
Please help, thanks. A: SELECT * FROM table WHERE userId = $userId
ORDER BY likeCount DESC LIMIT 3 Should do it. Or if you have more

users, with some sort of grouping with MAX(), the top 3 groupings for
each user should give you the results you want. The present invention
relates to a semiconductor integrated circuit, and, more particularly, to

a semiconductor integrated circuit having a cascading connection
structure of a plurality of semiconductor circuits. With miniaturization of
elements in an integrated circuit, the capacity of the integrated circuit

has increased and the scale of the integrated circuit has been
increasing with a continuing decrease in the size of the elements. As the

scale of an integrated circuit increases, the influence of a substrate
noise becomes c6a93da74d
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